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FDIME Main activities

• offers 4 ESIM Bursaries

• organizes with EFIM the Clinical Research Seminar

• Supports YI exchange program
• Supports poster prizes at ECIM

• Supports Research with 2 annual grants of 20 000 euros each
  – for the study of rare diseases
  – for clinical research in Internal Medicine
Research Grants

• grant for the study of rare diseases in adults
  – 2014 Dr Aguiar P
  – 2015 Dr Guillet F
  – 2016 Dr Cavalli It and Dr Samson F
  – 2017 evaluations in process

• grant for clinical research in Internal Medicine*
  – 2017 evaluations in process

* new
Clinical Research Seminar

• From 3 to 5 July 2017
• In Paris
• All expenses covered
• 43 applicants coming from
  – 15 countries
• Sponsored by Amgen Europe

• 17 bursaries
  – 13 countries
Clinical Research Seminar

- Protection of persons in clinical research
- Clinical epidemiology
- News designs in clinical trials
- How to build a clinical trial
- Pharmaceutical research from gene discovery to clinical use
- Key cardio-vascular outcomes Trials
- Research in rare diseases
Clinical Research Seminar

• Genetic research in Iceland
• Analyzing a clinical paper
• High yield tips in grant application writing
• How to be successful in scientific publications
• Round table session moderated by a YI
• Short presentations of their own experience by all residents
Evaluation by residents

Speakers: average \textbf{3.72 out of 4}

Course

Objectives: \ 3.68  
Content: \ 3.66  
Structure: \ 3.47  
Organization: \ 3.73  

Comments: they want a longer seminar, more interaction, more workshops
2016-17 FDIME bursaries to ESIM

Winter School, Riga, Latvia
Sarah Bigeni  Malta
Antreas Ioannou   Cyprus

Summer School, Ede, NL
Nikola Panic     Serbia
Zane Svikle      Latvia
News

• New sponsor for research grant
  – *Enables to double our support*

• New administrative secretary
  – *Mrs Samia Jeanbart, Geneva*

• New Webmaster and website

• New approach for visibility and fundraising